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Abstract,  
Quantum FFF ( Function Follows Form) theory is a Rigid String Theory which  states, that all 

attraction forces are subjected to a dual repulsion process between the dark energy of the 

oscillating Axion Higgs string vacuum lattice and less repulsion force of graviton strings or 

monopole photon strings ( electric- magnetic) radiated by fermionic matter. 

Black hole nuclei are assumed to be rigid stringy quantum knots highly compressed by the 

external attack of the oscillating vacuum particles, which mostly are added to the outside of 

the growing nucleus depending on the pressure difference between the vacuum and the 

internal black hole quantum knot. 

As a consequence most black holes are growing by consuming vacuum strings and also by 

merging with other black holes of different sizes. 

Black hole with equal sizes do not merge, but are supposed to pair up to a certain distance 

after which they recede from each other to become a Herbig Haro system with star formation 

in the middle .  

The giant central black holes often present inside galaxies are also supposed to merge with 

other black holes to grow in size.   

As the ultimate consequence, however, the universe will contract into a Big Crunch, (BC) by 

the growing black holes which constantly consume the vacuum lattice around us. 

However the vacuum pressure at the BC nucleus will decrease in time  and become in balance 

with the growing internal rigid string pressure between the rigid strings inside the BC nucleus, 

which is the moment of the start of the big bang into chunks of smaller black hole nuclei 

evaporating also gradually into a surrounding oscillating vacuum lattice. 

As a consequence we seem to live inside one of the super symmetric “material” bubble 

universe created by the explosion of a black hole. 

 

 

 

Introduction.  
 

 New physics of Quantum FFF Theory as a rigid string theory, is suggested to be a base for 

Quantum based monopole radiation fields like graviton-, Gamma/Xray-, electric- and 

magnetic monopole fields.   

All Star-Planet  systems are supposed to be stabilized by at least two polar local stellar anchor 

black holes (also dark matter) .  
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Interpretated as Herbig Haro systems, these dual black holes polarize the Axion/Higgs field 

vacuum around the sun with butterfly shaped fifth force vector bubbles around test masses.  

As a consequence, Emerging gravity effects called “dipole repeller gravity”, between galaxies 

and Galaxy clusters seem a  support for  the fifth force vacuum pressure gravity postulate.  

Secondly, the apparent violation of the second law of thermodynamics around both types of 

black holes (S.Nova and Interference BHs) is a combined effect between the vacuum 

polarization and polarized spinning propeller shaped fermions.   

An other main effect of the oscillating Axion Higgs vacuum lattice is, that we have to search 

for evidence of some sort of an ether, influencing the speed of information like photns. 

I am proud to present my latest poster on this issue at figure  (15) 

 

 
Figure 1,  Big Bang energy out of compressed Rigid string Big Crunch nucleus. 
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Figure 2,  dipole repeller gravity between galaxies,  pushing the dark matter content out of galaxy clusters 

before mergeing like Abell 520 and the Bullet cluster seem to perform. 

 

 
Figure 3, Dipole repeller or Rigid string pressure gravity between oscillating dark energy of the Axion 

Higgs field and opposing Graviton pressure energy. 
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Figure 4, Example of pairing and splitting black holes to form Herbig Haro systems in Carina nebula. 
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Figure 5, Triple hotspot star formation in Herbig Haro systems out off ejected former starspot Black holes 

inside  a Super Nova based nebula.. 
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Figure 6, Vacuum based Fifth force “Dipole repeller gravity” according to Yehuda Hoffmann and the 

relation with Electric Dark matter Black Hole gravity of Quantum FFF Theory.. 
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 Figure  5,  3-Dimensional String Based Alternative Particle Model.  
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Figure 8, Double axial spin of Fermions with monopole Gluon- Graviton radiation cones.  

 Inside a nucleon, after a short distance the 5 different  string shaped Gluons (2x Electric, 2x 

Magnetic and one General photon) are able to exchange and merge with Fermions into 

compound Quarks, or after about 1 cm, become part of a photonic quantum wave, outside the 

nucleon just like the Graviton.   

   
Figure  9, Photon (bunch shaped) trajectories, through the Higgs vacuum lattice.  
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Figure  10,  Vacuum Axion/Higgs field (OOO) fifth force in action opposing all other 

gluons/Photons.  
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Figure 11, Cross section of the “Double Vector Hedgehog” of pushing forces around 

Fermions.  The difference between Higgs vacuum pressure (3) and less effective Graviton 

pressure (6) on Fermions are the basic elements of Double Le Sage gravity.  
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Figure: 12,  Single repulsive gravity around a black hole represented by the vacuum oscillation spectrum 

or Oscillating Vacuum Lattice  OLV around a black hole. Above: the Quantum Knot nucleus of a simple 

black hole.  

 

   
Figure:  13,  poster showing how ball lightning should be interpreted as a micro black hole.  
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Figure: 14,    The speed of gravity ONLY around the sun exceeds the speed of light and is supposed to have 

an instant effect.  
The 3 dimensional structure of the repulsive butterfly shaped oscillating Higgs field vacuum vector 

bubbles is supposed to be the origin.  
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Figure 15,  Alternative Michelson and Morley experiment in space. 
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Figure 16 How the the big bang started as dark matter splitter and bounced back.  
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Figure 17, How does the bouncing multiverse look like? 
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